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COMPLEMENTS
In DecorDreams thought in everything and we also have the 
necessary primer to prepare the Surface where our product will be 
installed. Get a better adherence and resistant of the covering once 
they are installed, guarantying the full warranty established. 

For very porous walls or with irregularities, little firmness, cracks, 
unevenness in the tiles, use our special DecorDreams adhesive to get 
an adequate grip for these surfaces and obtain 5 Years of Extra 
Warranty.

We show the elements will help to get a perfect finish in the wall. All 
of the ceramic range and Wood have aluminum trims coordinated, 
making easy the task of having to find a complement similar to the 
color of the wall. The trims are 100% damp resistant and can be 
installed in areas exposed to it.

In our collection will find two trims; the angle trim and the end trim, 
thanks to the variety they are very functional. You can combine them 
with all of our coverings to get a different finish in your wall, make 
the cleaning in the joints easy, separate different material or colors, 
protection of the corners or only to finish the end of the covering.

Primer 850 ml: (10 sqm).
Primer

Package 290 ml (4sqm).
Optional adhesive
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Multifunctional trim with the measures 
15 x 15 mm x 2,7 m.

100% Waterproof

Aluminum Angle trim

15mm.

15mm.2,7 m.
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Colors available

Roma VeniceTravertino Moonlight

Luxor Light Luxor Medium Luxor Dark Aluminio

Grey Antique Old RacineWhite Antique
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End trim of the tile with the measures: 
6 x 20 mm x 2 m.

Aluminum End trim

6 mm.

20 mm.2 m.

100% Waterproof
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Colors available

Roma VeniceTravertino Moonlight

Luxor Light Luxor Medium Luxor Dark Aluminio

Grey Antique Old RacineWhite Antique
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NEW FIXATION SYSTEM 2.0
When the Surface to cover has characteristics which can difficult the 
adherence of the tiles (irregularities, half-weak, surface cracks, porosity 
or slope in the tiles), in an optional way, it will be possible to add an 
adhesive in the holes indicated to get a correct gripper. 

It will be necessary for slopes bigger than 1mm between the tiles.

With the application of the wall adhesive DecorDreams, you can 
regulate the quantity of adhesive needed in each step to compensate 
the irregularities and/or cracks.

YEAR OF ADDITIONAL GUARANTEE5

Grooved wood wall

Wall with unevenness tiles
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Wall with cracks

Cement wall “Gotele” or coated wall

Brick wall
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INSTALLATION
DecorDreams is the definitive solution for the most exigent projects of 
decoration. The DecorDreams Wall Vinyl tiles are able to be installed 
in bathrooms, kitchens, garages, attics, rooms and in any part of the 
house, office or commerce. 

Its exclusive fixation system allows its installation in surfaces like: 
plaster, plasterboard, Stone, ceramics, stoneware,… 

Consult our webside 
www.mydecordeams.com to see our instalation video.

Use not recommended
  Walls with continuous dump and without DecorDreams primer  

 to solve the problem.

  Walls with plaster or weak Paint with detaches or areas  
 with limited grip.

  Areas exposed permanently to the sunlight or heating sources as  
 pipes, heating Systems, engineer motors…

  Areas exposed permanently to weather conditions as rain, snow,  
 extreme cold (≤5º) or extreme hot (≥30º).

  Areas with heavy temperature changes.

  Plastic surfaces composed with PVC, methacrylate, polyurethane  
 or plastic derivations.

More installation regulations and warranty conditions in
www.mydecordreams.com

Preparation of the Surface
The DecorDreams tiles can be installed in the following surfaces:

  Stone (conglomerate, striped, okumes tabletop, solid boards,…).  
 It is precise to remove the rests of varnish or Paint that can be  
 detachment once the covering has been installed. After, apply the  
 DecorDreams primer. 
 

  Plasterboard walls, applying previously the  
 DecorDreams Primer.
 

  Metallic surfaces (aluminum, iron, steel). It is necessary to remove  
 the rests of paints and apply, if it is necessary, an adequate primer  
 for ferritic materials to fix the Surface. 
 

  Plaster surfaces. It is precise apply a coating Paint or the  
 DecorDreams primer previous to the installation  
 of the covering. 
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  Cement or derivate bases. It is precise apply the DecorDreams 
Primer for the Surface  
 

  Other surfaces: consult with its supplier. 
 

  In those places where it is not necessary to apply the primer are the  
 places with mineral tiles (ceramic, stoneware, porcelain, marble,…)

The Surface has to be clean, free of greases, dust or any sustain which 
can detach once the tiles are installed.

Remove the rests of the old coverings as painted paper, paints with 
a weak grip, varnishes,… repair, if it is necessary, the holes after 
rehabilitate the Surface with he aim of avoid slopes which can alter 
the planimetry of the Surface.
The DecorDreams tiles are flexible, but with the continuous 
exposition to an extreme flexions can cause the detachment once they 
are installed.

We recommend to keep the tiles in a horizontal position at least the 
10% of the tiles for covering possible future deterioration. Important: 
with the aim of the correct acclimation, the DecorDreams tiles have 
to be out of the box in the room where will be installed at least 
6 hours before its installation. 

Assembly Instructions: 
DecorDreams is an easy installation covering in comparison with 
other types of covering. Following correctly our installation guide, 
will get amazing results in a few minutes.

If you are going to perform the installation on rough, very porous 
walls or have doubts about the result for any other reason, we 
recommend installing three tiles and allowing to dry 24 hours. To 
check the feasibility of the installation.

During the installation process is normal to lose around the 10% 
of the material for the shrinkage of the cuts, so it is necessary to 
calculate correctly the necessary boxes for the installation.

In our web there is the section: How many boxes I need? Where we 
will help to buy only the necessary boxes for your walls. 

Keep in mind that you only need a level ruler, a meter, pencil and 
cuter. (The tools are not included).

Installation options:
There are different installation options, from the bottom (as in the 
video) as well as from the center of the Wall or from the top.

The temperature of the room where the DecorDreams tiles are going 
to be installed, has to be between 10º to 28º.

If the installation will be done in rooms with other temperatures, the 
product can be dilated or contracted, appearing isolated open joints 
or deformed tiles. 
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Remove the paper of the base. The tile is 
ready to be stack.5

Collocate carefully the tile, exactly in the 
square of 90º marked in the center of 
the Wall, pressing softly the boards to be 
sure that it is stack correctly.

If it has not stack in the correct place, 
remove with the help of a spatula to 
replace the tile and start again its correct 
position. Once in the definitive place, 
press firmly for all the area of the tile.

6

Repeat the same operation making a 
vertical line in each Wall, obtaining a 
cross in both walls. The beginning of the 
installation in each Wall must be from the 
center of every cross.

3

Collocate the tiles with the same process.7

Remove from the Wall the rests of dust, 
nails…1

2 Measure the Wall and make a line with a 
leveler marking horizontally the center of 
the Wall.

Cut with a scissor or cuter the  
self-adhesive tile.4
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Break the tile pressing from the center to 
the opposite sites of the fragment and 
finish the cut of the foam with the cuter.

12

When you arrive at the end of the Wall, 
measure with a ruler the distance from the 
last tile in the Wall and mark the tile you 
will cut.

10

Collocate the rest of the tiles on the Wall 
following the explained pattern.9

To collocate the tile, mark with a pencil 
the cut line. Collocate on the line, a square 
or metallic ruler and pass softly the cutter 
over the mark once.

11

To collocate the fragments of the top and 
the bottom of the Wall, measure one per 
one the dimensions of the tile and cut 
following the process explained in the 
other sections.

Dismantle, if it is required, light switches, 
complements, etc and replace again once 
the covering is installed.

14

The pipes and other obstacles are easy to 
avoid making a previous measurement 
to add correctly in the tile before its 
installation.

15

To collocate the bottom tile, measure the 
center of the tile and make a small mark 
with pencil. Add this tile on the Wall with 
the pencil mark in the intersection of the 
two superior tiles. After that, make the 
same process in the top part.

8

13
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Get a perfect finish with our trims 
especially for the end of the tile and the 
corners.

16

After the installation you will be able to 
drill without any problem to put on the 
Wall all the complements you want.

17

Installation in shower areas
When you want to install our product in shower areas, you may 
proceed in the following way:

In this case we have to start from the bottom of the Wall, being 
sure that it is well-leveled and once the first tile will be stack, it is 
necessary to apply a small line of transparent and anti-mold silicon 
in all the area of the first tile, before the installation of the followings 
and remove the rests of silicon with your finger wet in soapy water or 
with a soapy cloth.

You should repeat this process in all the tiles (only in areas where the 
water can be on the tiles.

If you use the aluminum DecorDreams trims in any position, be sure 
to reseal with the same product, the possible water filtration areas.

See the process in the installation video for Shower Areas
www.decordreams.es/videos/
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It can be installed directly on ceramic tiles?  
Yes, one of the advantages of DecorDreams is its adaptation to any 
surface. Its fixing system allows fixing it at the moment to almost all 
the surfaces. The installation on ceramic tiles it is only necessary to 
keep the wall clean without grease or paint before stick it. 

Leave residues on the wall once it is removed? 
Our fixing self-adhesive fixing is developed in order to be repositioned 
in the case it has not been installed correctly, but also can be removed 
from the wall without any rests of the product leaving the wall like 
before installing the product.

How can I clean it? 
The tiles DecorDreams are easy to clean. It is recommendable the 
use of neutral soap or soap solution without abrasive products as 
ammonia, bleach, etc. 

Is it fireproof? 
The mineral vinyl wall tiles DecorDreams have a classification CS2 d0. 
This result certify that in case of fire, the tiles will have a fire behavior 
inside the current regulations of construction. This means that the 
tiles are certified that they are already complying with the European 
Rule EN13823:2012. If you want to install our tiles in an office, shop or 
commerce or public local, consult with your architect or engineer about 
the required classification in each case.

FAQ – FREQUENT QUESTIONS 
FOR KITCHENS
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Can it be installed in the shower?
 
Yes, DecorDreams is 100% water resistant and it is guaranteed for 
damp areas as the shower. It is always recommended that the installa-
tion stay totally fixed in order to avoid future water filtrations throw the 
behind of the wall. For this reason is recommended apply translucent 
silicon in all the perimeters of the tile during the installation process of 
each tile. You can si the process in our installation video guide. 

What I have to do for its installation?
 
Our self-adhesive system is developed in order to make the product 
able to repositioned in case it had been installed incorrectly. It also can 
be removed from the wall leave it completely clean without any dust.

Can it be installed directly on ceramic tiles?
 
Yes, one of the advantages of DecorDreams is its adaptation to any 
surface. Its fixing system allows fixing it at the moment to almost all 
the surfaces. The installation on ceramic tiles it is only necessary to 
keep the wall clean without grease or paint before stick it. In the case 
the wall has some area to cover, it is necessary to apply previously the 
PRIMER DecorDreams.

Leave dust in the wall?
 
Our fixing self-adhesive fixing is developed in order to be repositioned in 
the case it has not been installed correctly, but also can be removed from 
the wall without any rests of the product leaving the wall like before ins-
talling the product. The rest of the material once it is taken off can leave 
some rest of the minerals or pull the area.

FAQ – FREQUENT QUESTIONS 
FOR BATHROOM AND COMMERCE
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Is it fireproof and able for commercial insta-
llations?
 
The mineral vinyl wall tiles DecorDreams have a classification CS2 d0. 
This result certify that in case of fire, the tiles will have a fire behavior 
inside the current regulations of construction. This means that the tiles 
are certified that they are already complying with the European Rule 
EN13823:2012. If you want to install our tiles in an office, shop or com-
merce or public local, consult with your architect or engineer about the 
required classification in each case.

How can I clean it?
 
The tiles DecorDreams are easy to clean. It is recommendable the use 
of neutral soap or soap solution without abrasive products as ammonia, 
bleach, etc.

Leave residues on the wall once it is removed?
 
Our fixing self-adhesive fixing is developed in order to be repositioned 
in the case it has not been installed correctly, but also can be removed 
from the wall without any rests of the product leaving the wall like 
before installing the product.

Has to be protected from the sunlight?
 
Is better that if the installation is exposed to the sun throw the window, 
it can make produce the magnifying glass effect and general high tem-
peratures which can detach the product, so it will be necessary some 
protection to avoid the negative effects in the product. 

FAQ – FREQUENT QUESTIONS 
FOR COMMERCE
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Can be installed on plaster, cement, wood, 
stippled paint or coated? 
 
For installing the vinyl wall tiles DecorDreams on plaster or coated 
wall is necessary to follow the advises:
Before installing we have to be sure that the walls are free of damp, 
greases or recesses which can affect the perfect adherence of the tiles.
It is not recommended its installation on unevenness superiors to 5mm 
per lineal meter.
It is mandatory apply the PRIMER DecorDreams on the walls when 
it is installed on coated, plaster, cement, wood or laminated or any 
porous surface in order for the guarantee to apply.
If you want to install it on coated with high porous, sand the drops of 
the coated to get a regular level on the wall no superior to 2 mm.

Can be changed one piece in case it is broken 
or has any imperfection? 
 
Yes, the tiles can be changed easily. The estimated time for changing 
one piece is about 10 minutes. For the change, it is recommended the 
introduction of a spatula in the joint between bevels and separate the 
tiles slowly from the wall. It is normal that some part of the leveling 
foam stay adhesive to the wall if it has not been installed correctly. This 
can be removed scratching with a spatula.

Can it be installed by myself?
 
The wall covering DecorDreams are easy to install, you just need some 
basic tools. We recommend to read the installation instructions or see 
the installation video guide to understand how to install the product.

FAQ – FREQUENT QUESTIONS 
FOR OTHER AREAS
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Is it fireproof?
 
The mineral vinyl wall tiles DecorDreams have a classification CS2 d0. 
This result certify that in case of fire, the tiles will have a fire behavior 
inside the current regulations of construction. This means that the tiles 
are certified that they are already complying with the European Rule 
EN13823:2012. If you want to install our tiles in an office, shop or com-
merce or public local, consult with your architect or engineer about the 
required classification in each case.  

Is able to place tiles near heating sources?
 
Where the tiles will be installed near heating sources that can affect 
directly the tiles like stoves, it is advisable avoid the direct exposition 
throw refractory glasses or separator aluminum plates. In this way, the 
heat will not affect the surface of the product, however the direct flame 
will affect blacken the affected zone by the fire but not expanding the 
fire. In the kitchen area, whenever vitro-ceramic or induction, it will 
not be necessary whenever not to put near hot utensils. 

Have the tiles thermal and sound insulation?
 
Without any doubt once the product will be installed you will note a 
thermic insulation. Compared with a ceramic tile, the DecorDreams 
tiles offers a hot and warm pleasant handle. Other advantage is the 
improvement in sound insulation, it optimizes the acoustic bars of the 
wall where will be installed.

FAQ – FREQUENT QUESTIONS 
FOR OTHER AREAS
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Dear customer, thank you for choosing a vinyl covering DecorDreams. 
We wish that with our product give an excellent result for many years. 
In the following document you will find described the warranty condi-
tions when you add a covering of our Brand. In this conditions are all 
the rights according with the lay 23/2003, 10th July about Warranties 
in Sales of Consumer Goods, as well as the warranty and the additio-
nal rights that DecorDreams offer. Read with attention the document 
Installation Guide where you will find detailed all the questions related 
with the parameters and rules of installations following the European 
legislation.  

Which is the coverage of this warranty? 
This warranty coverage the defects in the materials related with 
stains, discoloration, wear resistance and local humidity. The 
customer has to abstend of install the defective tiles and inform about 
the visible defects between 8 days from the day of the purchase. 
After that period, claims will be not accepted. The warranty will not 
apply in products which its installation have not done following the 
installation instructions explained in the Installation Guide.

Unalterable to sunlight
The DecorDreams Wall covering is resistant to the sun and artificial 
light keeping its original aspect during the years without any 
variation. 

Resistance to stains
The DecorDreams wallcovering resists stains of common products in 
homes such as oil, wine, chocolate ...

If you are going to place the plates in areas where they are subjected 
to contact with abrasive chemicals, consult your dealer about the use 
in these types of installations.

Spot resistance 
The DecorDreams coting is resistant to the spots by natural use 
conditions. Is able for bathrooms, kitchens and areas with a high 
humidity. Its structure will keep unalterable. In areas with a high 
humidity potential is recommended the use of an acetic silicone 
sealant with the aim of avoiding filtrations to the adjacent walls.

WARRANTY CONDITIONS
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Important: This process no offers a sealing function. Before its 
installation revise correctly the defects or cracks in the area where 
the product will be installed and add, if it is necessary, a special 
primer for humidifies in case that the areas requires sealing.

Coverage period
This warranty is for the lifetime of the product. The warranty is for 
the final consumer and it is not transferable. To have the right of use 
the warranty will be considered that the product is summited an 
annual depreciation due to its wear and tear, based in the following 
percentages calculated from the purchase date: 1/8 annual in 
commercial use – 1/25 annual in domestic use.

Validation of warranty
Keep the invoice during all the coverage period of the warranty. The 
invoice have to be complimented correctly with the correct details of 
the seller and buyer and the stamp of the stablishment. In case you 
have to make any claim, you may do it through the store where you 
acquired the product.

What is not covered by the warranty?
This warranty does not cover the damage on the product in the 
following situations:

Error of installation or an installation in a different way from the 
stipulated in the Installation guide, accident, bad use or abuse of 
the product, as scratch, blows, cuts or damage by aggressive agents, 
originals for the contracting, Service Company or the customer, 
keeping in an inadequate way the tiles, still water, water penetrated 
between the base and the DecorDreams tiles.

Is recommended the use of expansion margins for walls with bigger 
dimensions of 5m large x 3m height. In this cases, just leaving a 
space of 3 – 5 mm between a tiles columns to keep going with the 
installation. A putty can be used for elastic joints to fill the expansion 
margins. The warranty does not cover damages clearly visible, as 
signs of wear on the Surface, spots or decoloring inferior to 1cm3. If 
it is a partial detachment of a tile, the warranty only is available if the 
tile is detached completely and its stick was not possible through the 
adhesive DecorDreams glue.

The fabricant is not responsible for the cost of work, installation or 
related costs with the change or reparation of the tiles. Therefore, the 
special costs are not covered in the present warranty. The fabricant 
exclude specifically from the warranty any damage aforementioned 
and its respective payment. It is included in its damages any lost and 
its respective costs.
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With the aim to protect the DecorDreams Wall covering, it is 
recommended the following:

  Consult the distributor if the product will be collocated in areas   
 which appears as no recommended..

  Avoid submit the product to extreme temperatures and the  
 continuous sunlight’s.

  Do not collocate the product in open areas where the sun or the  
 rain can be in contact.

  Keep an indoor relative humidity between the 40% and the 60%  
 all the year to avoid that the covering suffer sudden temperature  
 and humidity changes.

  Keep the temperature in the installation area between 16ºC  
 and 22ºC to avoid the expanding or shrinkage of the tiles.

  The Surface of the DecorDreams Wall covering is essentially  
 resistant and lasting, it is no required additional treatments. 

  The product is not necessary to be polished, varnished or waxed  
 due to it conserve without any additional treatment its intrinsic  
 and essential properties.

  Do not use an abrasive product or with compositions like  
 ammonia, dissolvent or other aggressive agents. The use of other  
 cleansings can alter the properties of the product as the shine or  
 the color. In case to use another cleaner, make a preventive test in  
 some part with low visibility.

DecorDreams reserves the rights to not accept the present letter of 
warranty if it is considered the fact of no have followed the rules 
in the present document, as rectify, cancel or add any annex of the 
present warranty with any prior notice.

RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR ITS MAINTENANCE
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DecorDreams es una marca registrada por 
Euro Trade Flooring S.L.
Galileo, 11, Pol. Ind. Can Estella
08635 Sant Esteve Sesrovires
Barcelona (España)
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www.mydecordreams.com


